
I. LISTENING: ( 1,6pts) 

1. Listen and choose the best answer for the following questions (0,8 pt) 

1. Suzanne lives in Bangkok with her …………… 

A. husband and son  B. parents  C. husband and children.  D. children 

2. She spends ……… getting to her office by car every day. 

A. an hour   B. two hours  C. three hours   D.four hours 

3. What is the most serious problem in Bangkok ? 

A. traffic jams   B. crime  C. bad weather  D. pollution 

4. Suzanne has to take her children to school, so she ……. At 5 a.m. 

A. sets up   B. takes off  C. sets off    D. sees off 

2. Choose the correct answer (0,8 pt) 

5. How far is it from Suzanne’s house to her  office? 

A. 2km   B. 4km  C. 7km   D. 9 km 

6. What does she do before going  to the office? 

A. goes to the market B. take children to sleep C. take children to school D. nothing 

7. How did people travel around the city in the past? 

A. By boat   B. by bus   C. by skytrain D. by car 

8. Why is Bangkok’s traffic so bad? 

A. People use boats      B. there are not enough trains  

C. the weather is bad    D. Many people have cars   

II. PHONETICS:  (0,8pt) 

    *  Find the word which has a different sound in the part underlined 
9. A. calm  B. fabulous C. asset  D. handicraft 

10.A.  preserve B. sculpture C. skill  D. past 

    *  Find the word which has a different position of the main stress in each line. 

11. A. confident B. delighted C. depressed D. decision 

12.  A. worried B. relaxed C. wander  D. dweller 

III. VOCABULARY AND GRAMMAR: (2,4pts) 

1. Choose the best answers (2pts) 

13.  My parents once took me to Bat Trang village. I could make my own _______. 

A. pottery B. lacquer C. painting D. sculpture. 

14.  If you like, I can _____________ flowers on the cushion covers for you. 

           A.  grow B. make  C. embroider D. knit 

15.  I love going to this place ____________ it’s the quietest place in the city. 

           A.  so  B. though C. so that D. as 

16.  The tourists  ___________ the product catalogue and decided to buy this table. 

A. found out B. closed down C. looked  through D. lived on 

17.  Of the cities  we surveyed, Singapore was the___ worst rated by its residents for culture. 

A. a bit B. a lot C. much  D. second 

18. I wish my parents could put themselves in my ______  

A.situation   B.shoes  C.feelings  D.heart 

19.  He wondered how__________the news to his parents. 

A. to tell  B. telling  C. to telling  D. tells 

20. Minh is__________the most successful student in my class. 

A. so long  B. by far  C. by how  D. so now 

21.  The teacher told the boy ………. So much in the class. 

A. talk   B. to talk  C. talking  D. not to talk 

     22. I was disappointed as the film was ______ than I had expected. 

A. as entertaining  B. less entertaining  C. more entertaining      D. entertaining 

2.Find the mistakes: (0,4pt) 

23. She said that they will have to set off soon after midnight. 

         A            B                  C                D 

24. He thinks that Vietnamese is not as difficult than English. 

              A                               B                C          D 
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IV. READING:( 1,6pts)  

1. Circle the letter next to the word that best fits each space. (0,8pts)  

Many people think that the teachers give students too (25) ………. homework. That say it is necessary  for 

children to work at home (26) ………. their free time. Moreover, they argue that most teachers do not properly 

have to repeat tasks which they have already  done at school.   Recently in Greece many parents complained 

(27) ………… the difficult homework which the teachers give to their children. Most people agree that 

homework is unfair. A student who can do his homework in a quiet and comfortable room is in much  better 

position than a student who does his homework in a small, noisy room with television. Some parents help their 

children do their homework. Other parents take no interest at their children’s homework. It is important, 

however, that teachers talk to parents about homework. A teacher should suggest suitable tasks for parents (28) 

………… with their children. Parents are often better for  teaching their own children.  

25. A. much      B. many     C. more     D. less  

26. A. in      B. at       C. on      D. within  

27. A. for      B. on      C. with     D. about  

28. A. do      B. to do     C. doing     D. does  

2. Read the passage and choose the best answer( 0,8pts) 

More than 80% of American high school students work at part-time jobs in the evenings, on weekends 

or in summer. These part-time jobs bring teenagers great advantages. 

One of the benefits of the work is the students can learn the skills that will be useful for the rest of 

their lives. When they work, they have to manage both the job and schoolwork. To be able to do so, they must 

be very organized and able to keep a sensible schedule. They also learn to cope with the job stress apart from 

the stress of the schoolwork. Some of the most stressful jobs include teaching, nursing, and police work. 

These skills help prepare teenagers for their later careers. High school students who work are more likely to 

succeed as adults than people who enter the job market at a later age with no work experience. 

          Teenagers want a lot of expensive things: clothes, mp3 players, trips with their friends, etc. Not all 

parents can afford them. And even if they can, the teens might not really appreciate that money because they 

did not earn it. When teenagers make money for themselves, they are less likely to spend it foolishly. 

29.Which of the following is a good title for the passage? 

A. Part-time jobs cause stress.                        B. Why teenagers should work. 

     C. Part-time jobs for high school students      D. Advantages and disadvantages of part-time jobs. 

30.According to the passage, what is NOT an effect of part-time jobs? 

 A. Teenagers spend money less foolishly.  B. Teenagers become stressed. 

      C. Teenagers may have successful careers.  D. Teenagers become organized. 

31.The word “cope with” in the passage is closest in meaning to ________. 

 A. fight against B. get on with 

 C. deal with D. suffer from 

32.According to the passage, when teenagers have jobs, they are more likely to ________. 

 A.  want expensive things B. appreciate money   

 C. spend money foolishly D. buy more things 

V. WRITING: (1,6pts) 

1. Complete the  sentence to have similar meaning to the first sentences. Use the words given. ( 0,8pts) 

33. Lan was ill, so she didn’t go to Dong Ho village with her friends 

-> Because ………………………………………………………………………………….. 

34. “What time did you come home last night, Mark?” Said Tom 

 -> Tom asked…..……………………………………………………………………………. 

35. Vinh usually stays up late to watch football matches. He knows it isn’t good for his health. 

 -> Although…………………..……………………………………………………………… 

36. “I haven’t prepared my lessons yet and I don’t know if I can pass the final exam.” 

 => Tuan said to me……………........................................................................................ 

2. Rewrite sentences to keep the same meaning using the words in brackets:(0,8pts) 

37. What time did you get out of bed this morning? (up) 

 -> When………………………………………………….…….............................................. 

38. We have to try harder so that our handicrafts can stay equal with theirs. (keep up with) 

 -> We……………………………………………………………………………………… 

39. “ When should I leave for France?”, he wondered.                                     (TO LEAVE) 

=>........................................................................................................................................ 

40. “ Don’t leave your luggage here!” The man said                                               (NOT) 

=>........................................................................................................................................ 



LISTENING: ( 1,6pts) 

1. Listen and choose the best answer. (0,8 pt) 

1. Suzanne lives in Bangkok with her …………… 

A. husband and children B. parents   C. husband and son.  D. children 

2. She spends ……… getting to her office by car every day. 

A. an hour   B. four hours   C. three hours  D.two hours 

3. What is the most serious problem in Bangkok ? 

A. pollution  B. crime    C. bad weather  D. traffic jams 

4. Suzanne has to take her children to school, so she ……. At 5 a.m. 

A. sets up   B. sets off   C. takes off   D. sees off 

2. Choose the correct answer (0,8 pt) 

5. How far is it from Suzanne’s house to her  office? 

A. 4km   B.7km   C. 2km   D. 6 km 

6. What does she do before going  to the office? 

A. goes to the market B. take children to school C. take children to sleep D. nothing 

7. How did people travel around the city in the past? 

A. by car   B. by bus   C. by skytrain D. by boat 

8. Why is Bangkok’s traffic so bad?- Because …………… 

A. people use boats      B. there are not enough trains  

C. the weather is bad    D. many people have cars   

II. PHONETICS:  (0,8pt) 

  1. Choose the word having underlined part pronounced differently from the others (0.4 pt) 

9. 1. A. variety            B. attraction               C. affordable                 D. negative 

10. A. conflict            B. concentrate    C. confident                  D. decision 

2. Choose the word that has the stress differently from the others( 0.4pt) 

11.   A. embroider            B. preserve                    C. fabulous                 D. forbidden 

12.  A. helpline               B.   conduct                   C. workshop               D. dweller 

III. VOCABULARY AND GRAMMAR: (2,4pts) 

1. Choose the best answers (2pts) 

13.  Our schools have put various kinds of _______ on us. 

  A. homeworkB. pressures                          C. difficulties               D. exercises 

14. This city has one of the most ___________ underground rail networks in the world. 

A.   efficient             B. fashionable        C. cosmopolitan  D. fascinated 

15. Today’s cities are________ than cities in the previous times. 

 A. lots larger             B. much larger            C. as large           D. the largest 

16. Japan is the _________ developed country in the world. 

 A. most second            B. second in most        C. second most           D. two most 

17. Lots of people choose to buy houses in the suburbs _________ they can avoid  pollution. 

A. although                 B. when                 C. so as                     D. so that 

18. A: What do you suggest I should do now? B :_________I’d take it easy and try to forget it. 

 A. Cool                     B. No worries       C. If I were in your shoes       D. As far as I know 

19. Is it true that you _________this woolen hat yourself ? 

A. knitted                     B. wove             C. did                     D. carved  

20.Do you ________ your new classmate, or do you  argue? 

A. get on with            B. look forward to             C. face up to          D. keep up with 

21.He wondered how__________the news to his parents. 

A. to tell  B. telling  C. to telling  D. tells 

22. I wish my parents could put themselves in my ______  

A.situation   B.shoes  C.feelings  D.heart 

2.  Find the mistakes: (0,4pts) 

23.She turned on the new job in New York because she didn’t want to move.     

                       A                      B                                          C                 D 

24. He thinks that Vietnamese is not as difficult than English. 

   A                               B                C          D 
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IV. READING:( 1,6pts)  

1. Circle the letter next to the word that best fits each space. (0,8pts)  

Many people think that the teachers give students too (25) ………. homework. That say it is necessary  for 

children to work at home (26) ………. their free time. Moreover, they argue that most teachers do not properly 

have to repeat tasks which they have already  done at school.   Recently in Greece many parents complained 

(27) ………… the difficult homework which the teachers give to their children. Most people agree that 

homework is unfair. A student who can do his homework in a quiet and comfortable room is in much  better 

position than a student who does his homework in a small, noisy room with television. Some parents help their 

children do their homework. Other parents take no interest at their children’s homework. It is important, 

however, that teachers talk to parents about homework. A teacher should suggest suitable tasks for parents (28) 

………… with their children. Parents are often better for  teaching their own children.  

25. A. many     B.   much    C. more     D. less  

26. A. on     B. at       C. within      D.in    

27. A. for      B.  about     C. with     D. on  

28. A. to do       B.  do    C. doing     D. does  

2. Read the passage and choose the best answer( 0,8pts) 

More than 80% of American high school students work at part-time jobs in the evenings, on weekends 

or in summer. These part-time jobs bring teenagers great advantages. 

One of the benefits of the work is the students can learn the skills that will be useful for the rest of 

their lives. When they work, they have to manage both the job and schoolwork. To be able to do so, they must 

be very organized and able to keep a sensible schedule. They also learn to cope with the job stress apart from 

the stress of the schoolwork. Some of the most stressful jobs include teaching, nursing, and police work. 

These skills help prepare teenagers for their later careers. High school students who work are more likely to 

succeed as adults than people who enter the job market at a later age with no work experience. 

          Teenagers want a lot of expensive things: clothes, mp3 players, trips with their friends, etc. Not all 

parents can afford them. And even if they can, the teens might not really appreciate that money because they 

did not earn it. When teenagers make money for themselves, they are less likely to spend it foolishly. 

29.Which of the following is a good title for the passage? 

 A. Advantages and disadvantages of part-time jobs. B. Why teenagers should work. 

      C. Part-time jobs for high school students   D. Part-time jobs cause stress. 

30.According to the passage, what is NOT an effect of part-time jobs? 

 A. Teenagers may have successful careers.  B. Teenagers become stressed. 

      C. Teenagers spend money less foolishly.  D. Teenagers become organized. 

31.The word “cope with” in the passage is closest in meaning to ________. 

 A. fight against B. suffer from C. deal with D. get on with 

32.According to the passage, when teenagers have jobs, they are more likely to ________. 

 A. appreciate money   B. want expensive things  

 C. spend money foolishly D. buy more things 

V. WRITING: (1,6pts) 

1. Complete the second sentence so that it has similar meaning to the first sentences. Use the words given. 

( 0,8pt) 

33. Lan was ill, so she didn’t go to Dong Ho village with her friends 

-> Because ………………………………………………………………………………….. 

34.“Why did you go out last night ?”She asked me  

->  She asked…..……………………………………………………………………………. 

35. “We will visit you next week” my parents told me. 

-> My parents told …………………………………………………………………………………… 

36. I was tired after a long trip to Hue. I still went to visit Tay Ho conical hat making village right away.  

-> Although………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2. Rewrite sentences to keep the same meaning using the words in brackets:(0,8pts) 

37 “How should I tell this news to my parents?” she wondered ( to tell) 

        …………………………………………………………………………………………… 

38. The children are eager to visit Hue next week. (looking forward ) 

….…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

39. “Don’t touch these buttons. They are very dangerous” The woman said.(NOT) 

….……………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

40. The manager offered her a good position in his company but  she refused this chance.( TURNED) 

  …………………………………………………………………………………………. 



I. LISTENING: ( 1,6pts) 

1. Listen and choose the best answer for the following questions (0,8 pt) 

1. Suzanne lives in Bangkok with her …………… 

A. husband and son  B. parents  C. children.  D. husband and children 

2. She spends ……… getting to her office by car every day. 

A. an hour   B.three hours   C. two hours   D.four hours 

3. What is the most serious problem in Bangkok ? 

A. bad weather   B. crime  C. traffic jams  D. pollution 

4. Suzanne has to take her children to school, so she ……. At 5 a.m. 

A. sets up   B. takes off  C. sees off    D. sets off 

2. Choose the correct answer (0,8 pt) 

5. How far is it from Suzanne’s house to her  office? 

A. 2km   B. 4km  C. 7km   D. 9 km 

6. What does she do before going  to the office? 

A. goes to the market B. take children to sleep C. take children to school D. nothing 

7. How did people travel around the city in the past? 

A. By boat   B. by bus   C. by skytrain  D. by car 

8. Why is Bangkok’s traffic so bad? 

A. People use boats     B. there are not enough trains  

C. the weather is bad    D. Many people have cars   

II. PHONETICS:  (0,8pt) 

    *  Find the word which has a different sound in the part underlined 
9. A. calm B. fabulous C. asset  D. handicraft 

10.A. skill  B. sculpture C. preserve  D. past 

    *  Find the word which has a different position of the main stress in each line. 

10. A. confident B. delighted C. depressed D. decision 

11.  A. dweller B. worried C. wander  D. relaxed 

III. VOCABULARY AND GRAMMAR: (2,4pts) 

1. Choose the best answers (2pts) 

12.  The tourists  ___________ the product catalogue and decided to buy this table. 

A. found out B. closed down C. looked  through D. lived on 

13.  If you like, I can _____________ flowers on the cushion covers for you. 

A.  grow B. make  C. embroider D. knit 

14. I wish my parents could put themselves in my ______  

A. situation   B.shoes  C.feelings  D.heart 

15.  My parents once took me to Bat Trang village. I could make my own _______. 

A. pottery B. lacquer C. painting D. sculpture. 

16.  I love going to this place ____________ it’s the quietest place in the city. 

A.  so  B. though C. so that D. as 

17.  Of the cities  we surveyed, Singapore was the___ worst rated by its residents for culture. 

A. a bit B. a lot C. much  D. second 

18.  He wondered how__________the news to his parents. 

A. to tell  B. telling  C. to telling  D. tells 

19.  The teacher told the boy ………. so much in the class. 

A. talk   B. to talk  C. talking  D. not to talk 

20. Minh is__________the most successful student in my class. 

A. so long  B. by far  C. by how  D. so now 

21.  I was disappointed as the film was ______ than I had expected. 

A. as entertaining  B. less entertaining  C. more entertaining      D. entertaining 

2.Find the mistakes: (0,4pt) 

23. She said that they will have to set off soon after midnight. 

     A            B                  C                D 

25. He thinks that Vietnamese is not as difficult than English. 

          A                              B                C          D 
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IV. READING:( 1,6pts)  

1. Circle the letter next to the word that best fits each space. (0,8pts)  

Many people think that the teachers give students too (25) ………. homework. That say it is necessary  for 

children to work at home (26) ………. their free time. Moreover, they argue that most teachers do not properly 

have to repeat tasks which they have already  done at school.   Recently in Greece many parents complained 

(27) ………… the difficult homework which the teachers give to their children. Most people agree that 

homework is unfair. A student who can do his homework in a quiet and comfortable room is in much  better 

position than a student who does his homework in a small, noisy room with television. Some parents help their 

children do their homework. Other parents take no interest at their children’s homework. It is important, 

however, that teachers talk to parents about homework. A teacher should suggest suitable tasks for parents (28) 

………… with their children. Parents are often better for  teaching their own children.  

25. A. less       B. many     C. more     D. much 

26. A.  on    B. at       C. in       D. within  

27. A. for      B.  about       C. with     D.on 

28. A. do      B. does   C. doing     D.  to do   

2. Read the passage and choose the best answer( 0,8pts) 

More than 80% of American high school students work at part-time jobs in the evenings, on weekends 

or in summer. These part-time jobs bring teenagers great advantages. 

One of the benefits of the work is the students can learn the skills that will be useful for the rest of 

their lives. When they work, they have to manage both the job and schoolwork. To be able to do so, they must 

be very organized and able to keep a sensible schedule. They also learn to cope with the job stress apart from 

the stress of the schoolwork. Some of the most stressful jobs include teaching, nursing, and police work. 

These skills help prepare teenagers for their later careers. High school students who work are more likely to 

succeed as adults than people who enter the job market at a later age with no work experience. 

          Teenagers want a lot of expensive things: clothes, mp3 players, trips with their friends, etc. Not all 

parents can afford them. And even if they can, the teens might not really appreciate that money because they 

did not earn it. When teenagers make money for themselves, they are less likely to spend it foolishly. 

29.Which of the following is a good title for the passage? 

A. Part-time jobs cause stress.                        B. Why teenagers should work. 

     C. Part-time jobs for high school students      D. Advantages and disadvantages of part-time jobs. 

30.According to the passage, what is NOT an effect of part-time jobs? 

 A. Teenagers spend money less foolishly.  B. Teenagers become stressed. 

      C. Teenagers may have successful careers.  D. Teenagers become organized. 

31.The word “cope with” in the passage is closest in meaning to ________. 

 A. fight against B. get on with 

 C. deal with D. suffer from 

32.According to the passage, when teenagers have jobs, they are more likely to ________. 

 A.  want expensive things B. appreciate money   

 C. spend money foolishly D. buy more things 

V. WRITING: (1,6pts) 

1. Complete the sentence to have similar meaning to the first sentences. Use the words given. ( 0,8pts) 

33. Lan was ill, so she didn’t go to Dong Ho village with her friends 

-> Because ………………………………………………………………………………….. 

34. “What time did you come home last night, Mark?” Said Tom 

 -> Tom asked…..……………………………………………………………………………. 

39. Vinh usually stays up late to watch football matches. He knows it isn’t good for his health. 

 -> Although…………………..……………………………………………………………… 

40. “I haven’t prepared my lessons yet and I don’t know if I can pass the final exam.” 

 => Tuan said to me……………........................................................................................ 

2. Rewrite sentences to keep the same meaning using the words in brackets:(0,8pts) 

41. What time did you get out of bed this morning? (up) 

 -> When………………………………………………….…….............................................. 

42. We have to try harder so that our handicrafts can stay equal with theirs. (keep up with) 

 -> We……………………………………………………………………………………… 

39. “ When should I leave for France?”, he wondered.                                     (TO LEAVE) 

=>........................................................................................................................................ 

40. “ Don’t leave your luggage here!”                                                        (NOT) 

=>........................................................................................................................................ 



LISTENING: ( 1,6pts) 

1. Listen and choose the best answer. (0,8 pt) 

1. Suzanne lives in Bangkok with her …………… 

A. husband and children B. parents   C. husband and son.  D. children 

2. She spends ……… getting to her office by car every day. 

A. an hour   B. four hours   C. three hours  D.two hours 

3. What is the most serious problem in Bangkok ? 

A. pollution  B. crime    C. bad weather  D. traffic jams 

4. Suzanne has to take her children to school, so she ……. At 5 a.m. 

A. sets up   B. sets off   C. takes off   D. sees off 

2. Choose the correct answer (0,8 pt) 

5. How far is it from Suzanne’s house to her  office? 

A. 4km   B.7km   C. 2km   D. 6 km 

6. What does she do before going  to the office? 

A. goes to the market B. take children to school C. take children to sleep D. nothing 

7. How did people travel around the city in the past? 

A. by car   B. by bus   C. by skytrain D. by boat 

8. Why is Bangkok’s traffic so bad?- Because …………… 

A. people use boats      B. there are not enough trains  

C. the weather is bad     D. many people have cars   

II. PHONETICS:  (0,8pt) 

  1. Choose the word having underlined part pronounced differently from the others (0.4 pt) 

9. 1. A. variety            B. attraction               C. affordable                 D. negative 

10. A. conflict            B. concentrate    C. confident                  D. decision 

2. Choose the word that has the stress differently from the others( 0.4pt) 

11.   A. embroider            B. preserve                    C. fabulous                 D. forbidden 

12.  A. helpline               B.   conduct                   C. workshop               D. dweller 

III. VOCABULARY AND GRAMMAR: (2,4pts) 

1. Choose the best answers (2pts) 

13.  Our schools have put various kinds of _______ on us. 

  A. homework B. pressures                          C. difficulties               D. exercises 

14. This city has one of the most ___________ underground rail networks in the world. 

A.   efficient             B. fashionable        C. cosmopolitan  D. fascinated 

15. Today’s cities are________ than cities in the previous times. 

 A. lots larger             B. much larger            C. as large           D. the largest 

16. Japan is the _________ developed country in the world. 

 A. most second            B. second in most        C. second most           D. two most 

17. Lots of people choose to buy houses in the suburbs _________ they can avoid  pollution. 

A. although                 B. when                 C. so as                     D. so that 

18. A: What do you suggest I should do now? B :_________I’d take it easy and try to forget it. 

 A. Cool                     B. No worries       C. If I were in your shoes       D. As far as I know 

19. Is it true that you _________this woolen hat yourself ? 

A. knitted                     B. wove             C. did                     D. carved  

20.Do you ________ your new classmate, or do you  argue? 

A. get on with            B. look forward to             C. face up to          D. keep up with 

21.He wondered how__________the news to his parents. 

A. to tell  B. telling  C. to telling  D. tells 

22. I wish my parents could put themselves in my ______  

A.situation   B.shoes  C.feelings  D.heart 

2.  Find the mistakes: (0,4pts) 

23.She turned on the new job in New York because she didn’t want to move.     

                       A                      B                                          C                 D 

24. He thinks that Vietnamese is not as difficult than English. 

   A                               B                C          D 
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IV. READING:( 1,6pts)  

1. Circle the letter next to the word that best fits each space. (0,8pts)  

Many people think that the teachers give students too (25) ………. homework. That say it is necessary  for 

children to work at home (26) ………. their free time. Moreover, they argue that most teachers do not properly 

have to repeat tasks which they have already  done at school.   Recently in Greece many parents complained 

(27) ………… the difficult homework which the teachers give to their children. Most people agree that 

homework is unfair. A student who can do his homework in a quiet and comfortable room is in much  better 

position than a student who does his homework in a small, noisy room with television. Some parents help their 

children do their homework. Other parents take no interest at their children’s homework. It is important, 

however, that teachers talk to parents about homework. A teacher should suggest suitable tasks for parents (28) 

………… with their children. Parents are often better for  teaching their own children.  

25. A. many     B.   much    C. more     D. less  

26. A. on     B. at       C. within      D.in    

27. A. for      B.  about     C. with     D. on  

28. A. to do       B.  do    C. doing     D. does  

2. Read the passage and choose the best answer( 0,8pts) 

More than 80% of American high school students work at part-time jobs in the evenings, on weekends 

or in summer. These part-time jobs bring teenagers great advantages. 

One of the benefits of the work is the students can learn the skills that will be useful for the rest of 

their lives. When they work, they have to manage both the job and schoolwork. To be able to do so, they must 

be very organized and able to keep a sensible schedule. They also learn to cope with the job stress apart from 

the stress of the schoolwork. Some of the most stressful jobs include teaching, nursing, and police work. 

These skills help prepare teenagers for their later careers. High school students who work are more likely to 

succeed as adults than people who enter the job market at a later age with no work experience. 

          Teenagers want a lot of expensive things: clothes, mp3 players, trips with their friends, etc. Not all 

parents can afford them. And even if they can, the teens might not really appreciate that money because they 

did not earn it. When teenagers make money for themselves, they are less likely to spend it foolishly. 

29.Which of the following is a good title for the passage? 

 A. Advantages and disadvantages of part-time jobs. B. Why teenagers should work. 

      C. Part-time jobs for high school students   D. Part-time jobs cause stress. 

30.According to the passage, what is NOT an effect of part-time jobs? 

 A. Teenagers may have successful careers.  B. Teenagers become stressed. 

      C. Teenagers spend money less foolishly.  D. Teenagers become organized. 

31.The word “cope with” in the passage is closest in meaning to ________. 

 A. fight against B. suffer from C. deal with D. get on with 

32.According to the passage, when teenagers have jobs, they are more likely to ________. 

 A. appreciate money   B. want expensive things  

 C. spend money foolishly D. buy more things 

V. WRITING: (1,6pts) 

1. Complete the second sentence so that it has similar meaning to the first sentences. Use the words given. 

( 0,8pt) 

33. Lan was ill, so she didn’t go to Dong Ho village with her friends 

-> Because ………………………………………………………………………………….. 

34.“Why did you go out last night ?”She asked me  

->  She asked…..……………………………………………………………………………. 

35. “We will visit you next week” my parents told me. 

-> My parents told …………………………………………………………………………………… 

37. I was tired after a long trip to Hue. I still went to visit Tay Ho conical hat making village right away.  

-> Although………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2. Rewrite sentences to keep the same meaning using the words in brackets:(0,8pts) 

37 “How should I tell this news to my parents?” she wondered ( to tell) 

        …………………………………………………………………………………………… 

38. The children are eager to visit Hue next week. (looking forward ) 

….…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

39. “Don’t touch these buttons. They are very dangerous.(NOT) 

….……………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

40. The manager offered her a good position in his company but  she refused this chance.( TURNED) 

  …………………………………………………………………………………………. 



 

ANSWER KEY ( 1) 

 

1- C 2- B 3- A 4- C 5- C 6-C 7- A 8- D 

9- A 10- A 11- A 12- B 13- A 14- C 15- D 16- C 

17- D 18- B 19- A 20- B 21- B 22- B 23- B 24- D 

25- A 26- A 27- D 28- B 29-D 30- A 31- D 32- B 

 

33. Because Lan was ill,she didn’t go to Dong Ho village with her friends. 

34. Tom asked mark what time he had come home the night before. 

35. Although Vinh knows it  isn’t good for his  health, he usually stay up late to watch football matches. 

36. Tuan said  to me he hadn’t prepared his lesson yet and he didn’t know if he could pass the final exam. 

37. When did you get up this morning? 

38. We have to try harder so that  our handicrafts can keep up with theirs. 

39. He wondered when to leave for France. 

40. The man told/asked me not to leave my luggage there. 

 

 

 

 

ANSWER KEY ( 2) 

 

1- A 2- D 3- D 4- B 5- B 6- B 7- D 8- D 

9- B 10- D 11- C 12- B 13- B 14- A 15- B 16- A 

17- D 18- C 19- A 20- A 21- A 22- B 23- A 24- D 

25- B 26- D 27- B 28- A 29- A 30- C 31- B 32- A 

 

33. Because Lan was ill,she  didn’t go to Dong Ho village with her friends. 

34. She asked me why I had gone  out the night before. 

35. My parents tole  me that they would visit me the next week/the following week. 

36. Although I was tired after a long trip to  Hue, I still went to visit Tay Ho conical hat making village right 

away. 

37. She wondered how to tell that news to her parents. 

38. The children are looking forward to visiting Hue next week. 

39. The woman tole me  not to touch those buttons because they were very dangerous. 

40. The manager offered her a good  position in his  company but she turned  down this chance. 

 

 

 

TAPE TRANSCRIPT 

Suzanne lives in Bangkok with her husband and two children. Her office is seven km away but it takes her two 

hours to get there by car every day. “Some cities have problems with pollution, crime, or bad weather - here 

we have traffic jams,” she says. Before going to the office, she has to take her children to school - so she sets 

off at 5 a.m. The children sleep until they arrive at school. Then Suzanne begins her journey to the office. I n 

the evening the traffic is even worse. Traffic moves in the city center at half a kilometer an hour. In rainy weather 

it doesn't move at all. But why is it so bad? In the past, more people moved around Bangkok by boat. Now so 

many people have a car, and there aren't enough roads in the city. The Skytrain and metro can help a bit, but 

they are limited in range and don't cover all parts of the city.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



ANSWER KEY ( 3) 

 

1- D 2- C 3- C 4- D 5- C 6- C 7- A 8- D 

9- A 10- C 11- A 12- D 13- C 14- C 15- B 16- A 

17- D 18- D 19- A 20- B 21- B 22- B 23- B 24- D 

25- D 26- C 27- B 28- D 29- D 30- A 31- D 32- B 

 

33. Because Lan was ill,she didn’t go to Dong Ho village with her friends. 

34. Tom asked mark what time he had come home the night before. 

35. Although Vinh knows it  isn’t good for his  health, he usually stay up late to watch football matches. 

36. Tuan said  to me he hadn’t prepared his lesson yet and he didn’t know if he could pass the final exam. 

37. When did you get up this morning? 

39. He wondered when to leave for France. 

40. The man told/asked me not to leave my luggage there. 

 

 

 

ANSWER KEY ( 4) 

 

1- A 2- D 3- D 4- B 5-B 6- B 7- D 8- D 

9- B 10- D 11- C 12- B 13- B 14- A 15- B 16- A 

17- D 18- C 19- A 20- A 21- A 22- B 23- A 24- D 

25- B 26- D 27- B 28- A 29- A 30- C 31- B 32- A 

 

33. Because Lan was ill,she  didn’t go to Dong Ho village with her friends. 

34. She asked me why I had gone  out the night before. 

35. My parents tole  me that they would visit me the next week/the following week. 

36. Although I was tired after a long trip to  Hue, I still went to visit Tay Ho conical hat making village right 

away. 

37. She wondered how to tell that news to her parents. 

38. The children are looking forward to visiting Hue next week. 

39. The woman tole me  not to touch those buttons because they were very dangerous. 

40. The manager offered her a good  position in his  company but she turned  down this chance. 

 

 

 

TAPE TRANSCRIPT 

Suzanne lives in Bangkok with her husband and two children. Her office is seven km away but it takes her two 

hours to get there by car every day. “Some cities have problems with pollution, crime, or bad weather - here 

we have traffic jams,” she says. Before going to the office, she has to take her children to school - so she sets 

off at 5 a.m. The children sleep until they arrive at school. Then Suzanne begins her journey to the office. I n 

the evening the traffic is even worse. Traffic moves in the city center at half a kilometer an hour. In rainy weather 

it doesn't move at all. But why is it so bad? In the past, more people moved around Bangkok by boat. Now so 

many people have a car, and there aren't enough roads in the city. The Skytrain and metro can help a bit, but 

they are limited in range and don't cover all parts of the city.
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MATRIX FOR THE 1ST MID TERM TEST 

CLASS: 9 

SCHOOL YEAR: 2020 -2021 

Time : 45minutes 

I. AIM: 

- To test the language SS have studied and the skills they have practiced from unit 1 to unit 3: reading, 

writing, listening. 

- To test students’ knowledge from unit 1 to unit 3 

II. CONTENTS:    

-Tenses have been learned 

- Vocabulary about local environment, city life, teen stress and pressure.  

- complex sentences, phrasal verbs, comparisons, reported speech. 

 

 

Content topic 
Thinking level Total 

of 

marks 
Recall/recognition Comprehension// 

understanding 
Application 

TN TL TN TL TN TL 
Listening  4 

     0,8 p 
 4 

   0,8 p 
                 8            

1,6p 

 Pronunciation 2     

 0,4 p 
 2 

   0,4 p 
   4         

0,8p 

Vocabulary and Grammar 

- Choose the right answer 

-  find mistakes and correct 

3 

      0,6p      
 3 

0,6p 
 

 

 

 

6 

  1,2p 
 12 

            

2,4p 

Writing 

1. Rewrite sentences start with 

given words. 

2.Rewrite sentences using the 

words given in brackets 

 

 

 

  

 

    

2 

   0,6p 
 

 

  

6 

 1,2p 
8 

  1,6p  

Reading 

1.Choose the best answer 

2. Do T/F 

 

4 

       0,8p 
 4 

 

    0,8p 

   8   

 

 1,6p 

Total number of questions 13  13 2 6 5 40     

       

Total of marks 2,6p  2,6p 0,4p 1,2p 1,2p 8p 
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